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OVE
ERVIEW
W OF COM
MMON CORE A
ALGEBR
RA I STA
ANDARD
DS
This o
overview contains all standards group
uped by major con
nceptual categoriess for the course (A
Algebra, Functionss, Number and Q
Quantity, Statistics).. Standards that arre
sharedd with Algebra I arre labeled [I] below
w. Each standard is
i labeled below ass major content (558-73% of Regentss) (≡), supporting content (18-30% of Regents) (=), or
o
onal content (5-17%
% of Regents) () to
t indicate its emp
phasis in the coursee as specified by thhe New York Statee Education Deparrtment (NYSED)..
additio

ALG
GEBRA
(50-556% OF RE
EGENTS EX
XAM)

FU
UNCTIONS
(322-38% OF REGENTS
R
EXAM)

NUMBER
R & QUANT
TITY
(2-8% OF R
REGENTS EXAM)

Lineaar Equations and
a Inequalitiies
≡ SSolve one-variab
ble linear equattions and
in
nequalities (A-RE
EI.B.3)
≡ Justify steps in
n solving equattions (AR
REI.A.1) [II]
− R
Replace an equ
uation in a syystem of
eequations with a multiple of the
t equatiion (A-REI.C.55)
− SSolve systems of linear equattions (AR
REI.C.6) [II]
≡ R
Relate an equatio
on’s graph to itss solutions
(A
A-REI.D.10)
≡ A
Approximate jusstify, interpret graphical
ssolution to f(x) = g(x) (A-REI.D
D.11) [II]
≡ SSolve inequaliities graphicaally (AR
REI.D.12)
Quad
dratic Equatio
ons
≡ IInterpret expressions and theirr parts in
ccontext (A-SSE.A
A.1)
≡ A
Add, subtract, multiply
m
polyno
omials (AA
APR.A.1)
≡ R
Rewrite expressiions in equivaleent forms
(A
A-SSE.A.2) [II]
= W
Write expressio
ons in equivaleent forms
to reveal properrties (A-SSE.B.33) [II]
Factor quadraatic expressio
ons (A= F
SSSE.B.3a)
= C
Complete the square
s
in quad
dratic exp
pressions (A-SSSE.B.3b)
≡ SSolve quadratic equations
e
algebraaically (i.e.
ccompleting the sq
quare, taking squ
uare roots,
qquadratic formulla, factoring) (A
A-REI.B.4)
[III]
= IIdentify zeroes of quadratic and
a cubic
p
polynomials an
nd use them to
t sketch
ggraphs (A-APR.B.3) [II]
≡ R
Rearrange formu
ulas to highlight a variable
(A
A-CED.A.4)
Algeb
bra and Modeling
≡ C
Create one-variab
ble equations an
nd inequalitties (A-CED.A.11) [II]
≡ C
Create two-variab
ble equations (A-C
CED.A.2)
≡ R
Represent consttraints by and interpret
ssolutions to equ
uations, inequallities, and
ssystems (A-CED
D.A.3)

Ex
xponential Fun
nctions
= Distinguish between
b
situatioons modeled
with linear and
a with exponnential functions (F-LE.A
A.1)
near and exponnential func= Construct lin
tions (includiing arithmetic and geometric sequencess) (F-LE.A.2) [III]
= Observe thaat exponential growth outpaces linear and quadraticc growth (FLE.A.3)
ponential exprressions (A= Rewrite exp
SSE.B.3c) [III]
operties of Fu
unctions
Pro

Sums and Pro
oducts of Ratio
onal Numbers
− Explain tthe rationality of the sum or
o
of two rationaal numbers, the
product o
sum of raational and irraational numberss,
and the product of nonzero rationaal
onal numbers ((N-RN.B.3)
and irratio
Quantities an
nd Modeling
= Convert quantities betw
ween units and
interpret the result (N-Q
Q.A.1)
ppropriate quan
ntities for mod
d= Define ap
eling (N-Q
Q.A.2) [II]
= Choose a level of accuuracy for meassurement ((N-Q.A.3)

(linear, quadratic, squuare root, cube roott, piecewise, and
expponential functions)

≡
≡

Identify relatio
ons as functions (F-IF.A.1)
Evaluate funcctions, use and innterpret function notation (F-IF.A.2)
(
≡ Identify expliccit and recursivee sequences as
functions (F-IIF.A.3) [II]
hs of functions given verbal
≡ Sketch graph
description, in
nterpret key featuures of graphs
and tables (F-IIF.B.4) [II]
≡ Relate a functtion’s domain too its graph and
quantitative reelationship (F-IF
F.B.5)
d interpret aveerage rate of
≡ Calculate and
change of a function overr an interval
(F-IF.B.6) [II]
ons and show key features
= Graph functio
(F-IF.C.7), e.gg. intercepts, maaxima, minima
for linear and quadratic functioons (F-IF.C.7a)
[II]
r cube root, ppiecewise func= Graph square root,
tions (incl. step
p, absolute value) ((F-IF.C.7b)
= Write a funcction in differeent forms to
reveal its properties (F-IF.C
C.8) [II]
= Factor and complete the square in a
quadratic fun
nction to show
w and interpret zeros, extrema,
e
and syymmetry (FIF.C.8a) [II]
wo functions
= Compare properties of tw
represented in
i different wayys (F-IF.C.9)
[II]
unctions and Modeling
M
Fu
= Write a funcction to describbe a relationship (F-BF.A
A.1) [II]
− Transform fuunctions (F-BF .B.3) [II]
= Interpret parrameters of lineear or exponential functtion in contextt (F-LE.B.5)
[II]
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STATISTIICS
(5-10% OF
F REGENTS
S EXAM)
Univariate D
Data
− Represen
nt data with ddotplots, histo
ograms, bo
oxplots (S-ID.A
A.1)
− Comparee center (mean
n, median) and
or
spread (IIQR, standard deviation) fo
data sets (S-ID.A.2)
n shape, centerr,
− Interpret differences in
spread, ouutliers for data sets (S-ID.A.3))
Bivariate Datta
= Create tw
wo-way tables, iinterpret relativ
ve
(includingg (joint, margin
nal, conditionall)
frequenciies (S-ID.B.5)
= Create scatterplots (S-ID
D.B.6) [II]
= Fit linearr, quadratic, exxponential funcctions to ddata (S-ID.B6a) [II]
= Fit a lineaar function to a scatterplot (S
SID.B.6c)
= Plot and aanalyze residuaals (S-ID.B.6b)
Linear Modeels
≡ Interpret slope and interrcept of a lineaar
model in ccontext (S-ID.C..7)
≡ Calculate and interpret correlation coeffi
ficient for liinear fit (S-ID.C.8)
≡ Distinguissh between correelation and causaation (S-ID
D.C.9)

© 2017 Boobson Wong. This workk is licensed under a Creaative Commons AttributiionNonComm
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OVERVIEW OF COMMON CORE GEOMETRY STANDARDS
This overview contains all standards grouped by major conceptual categories for the course (such as Congruence, Circles, and Modeling). Each standard is labeled
below as Major content (≡), Supporting content (=), or Additional content () to indicate its emphasis in the course as specified by the New York State Education
Department (NYSED).

CONGRUENCE (27-34% OF REGENTS EXAM)

CIRCLES (2-8% OF REGENTS EXAM)

Transformations
= Define angle, circle, perpendicular line, parallel line, line segment (G-CO.A.1)
= Describe transformations as functions, compare transformations that
do and do not preserve distance and angle (G-CO.A.2)
= Describe the rotations and reflections that carry a regular or
irregular polygon onto itself (G-CO.A.3)
= Define rotations, point and line reflections, translations in terms of
angles, circles, perp. lines, parallel lines, line segments (G-CO.A.4)
= Draw a transformed figure, specify the transformations that
carry a given figure onto another (G-CO.A.5)
Congruence and Rigid Motions
≡ Transform figures using rigid motions and determine if they are
congruent. (G-CO.B.6)
≡ Use rigid motions to show that triangles are congruent if and only if
corresponding angles and sides congruent (G-CO.B.7)
≡ Explain ASA, SAS, SSS, AAS, Hyp-Leg in terms of rigid motions
(G-CO.B.8)
Proofs Using Congruence
≡ Prove and apply theorems about lines and angles (G-CO.C.9)
≡ Prove and apply theorems about triangles, including ASA, SAS, SS,
AAS, HL (G-CO.C.10)
≡ Prove and apply theorems about parallelograms (G-CO.C.11)
Constructions
≡ Make, justify, apply constructions (e.g. copy segment; copy angle;
bisect segment; bisect angle; construct triangle; construct perpendicular lines, incl. perpendicular bisector of line segment; construct
line parallel to given line through point not on line; construct concurrency points of triangle) (G-CO.D.12)
≡ Construct equilateral triangle, square, regular hexagon inscribed in
circle (G-CO.D.13)

Circles
− Prove that all circles are similar (G-C.A.1)
− Identify and describe relationships among inscribed angles, radii,
chords (G-C.A.2)
− Construct inscribed and circumscribed circles of a triangle, prove
properties of angles of cyclic quadrilateral (G-C.A.3)
Arc lengths and sectors
− Derive using similarity that arc length is proportional to radius,
define radian, derive formula for area of sector (G-C.B.5)

SIMILARITY, RT. TRIANGLES, & TRIGONOMETRY
(29-37% OF REGENTS EXAM)

MODELING WITH GEOMETRY
(8-15% OF REGENTS EXAM)

Similarity Transformations
≡ Verify properties of dilations given by center and scale factor (GSRT.A.1)
≡ Use similarity transformations to determine if figures are similar (GSRT.A.2)
≡ Use properties of similarity transformations to establish AA similarity (G-SRT.A.3)
Proofs Using Similarity
≡ Prove theorems about similar triangles (G-SRT.B.4)
≡ Use congruence and similarity criteria for triangles to solve problems and prove relationships, incl. AA, SAS, SSS (G-SRT.B.5)
Trigonometry
≡ Define trigonometric ratios in terms of similar right triangles (GSRT.C.6)
≡ Explain and use relationship between sine and cosine of complementary angles (G-SRT.C.7)
≡ Use trigonometric ratios and Pythagorean Theorem in applied
problems (G-SRT.C.8)

≡

Revised August 1, 2017. Updated versions at http://www.reachthesource.org.

EXPRESSING GEO. PROPERTIES WITH EQUATIONS
(12-18% OF REGENTS EXAM)
Coordinate Geometry
− Derive equation of circle, complete the square to find center and
radius of circle given equation (G-GPE.A.1)
− Prove geometric theorems algebraically (G-GPE.B.4)
− Prove slope criteria for parallel and perpendicular lines and use
them to solve problems (G-GPE.B.5)
− Find point on directed line segment between two given points
that partitions segment in a given ratio (G-GPE.B.6)
− Use coordinates to compute perimeters of polygons and areas of
triangles and rectangles (G-GPE.B.7)

GEOMETRIC MEASUREMENT AND DIMENSIONS
(2-8% OF REGENTS EXAM)
−
−
−

≡
≡

Informally prove formulas for circumference of circle; area of
circle; volume of cylinder, pyramid, cone (include using Cavalieri’s Principle) (G-GMD.A.1)
Use volume formulas for cylinders, pyramids, cones, and spheres
(G-GMD.A.3)
Identify the shapes of 2-D cross-sections of 3-D objects, identify
3-D objects generated by rotations of 2-D objects (G-GMD.B.4)

Use geometric shapes, measures, and properties to describe objects
(G-MG.A.1)
Apply concepts of density based on area and volume in modeling
situations (G-MG.A.2)
Apply geometric methods to solve design problems (G-MG.A.3)

© 2016 Bobson Wong. This work is licensed under a Creative Commons AttributionNonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License.
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OVERVIEW OF COM
MMON CORE
C
AL
LGEBRA
A II STA
ANDARD
DS
This ovverview contains all
a standards group
ped by major concceptual categories for the course (Allgebra, Functions, Number and Quuantity, Statistics). SStandards that are
sharedd with Algebra I aree labeled [I] below
w. Each standard iss labeled below as Major
M
content (511-65% of Regents) (≡), Supporting ccontent (14-28% o
of Regents) (=), or
Additio
onal content (19-333% of Regents) (
) to indicate its em
mphasis in the courrse as specified by the New York Staate Education Dep
partment (NYSED
D).

ALGE
EBRA (35-444% OF RE
EGENTS EX
XAM)

NUMB
BER & QUAN
NTITY (5-122% OF REG
GENTS EXA
AM)

Polyno
omials
≡ Reewrite expression
ns in equivalent forms (A-SSE.A
A.2) [I]
≡ W
Write expressions in equivalentt forms to reveeal properties (A(
SSSE.B.3) [I]
≡ Ap
Apply the Remain
nder Theorem (A
A-APR.B.2)
≡ Iddentify zeroes off quadratic and cubic
c
polynomiaals and use them
m to
skketch graphs (A-A
APR.B.3) [I]
= So
olve quadratic equations by inspection,
i
takking square roo
ots,
faactoring, complleting the squarre, quadratic fo
ormula, graphin
ng)
(A
A-REI.B.4) [I]
= So
olve quadratic equations
e
with complex
c
solutio
ons (N-CN.C.77)
= D
Divide polynomialss with remainder, incl.
i with long divi
vision (A-APR.D.66)
= Prrove and use po
olynomial identtities (A-APR.C
C.4)
Ration
nal and Radical Equations
≡ Juustify steps in sollving rational or radical
r
equationss (A-REI.A.1b) [II]
≡ So
olve rational and rad
dical equations, iden
ntify extraneous sol
olutions (A-REI.A.22)
System
ms of Equations
− So
olve systems of th
hree linear equatio
ons in three variaables (A-REI.C.66)
− So
olve a quadratiic-linear system
m of equations algebraically and
a
grraphically (A-RE
EI.C.7)
≡ A
Approximate, justify, interpret graphical soluttion to f(x) = g(x)
g
(A
A-REI.D.11) [I]]
Geom
metry
− Derive equation off parabola given focus
f
and directrrix (G-GPE.A.2)
Algebra and Modeliing
= Crreate one-variab
ble equations and inequalities (A-CED.A.1) [II]

Rationall Exponents
≡ Expllore rational exxponents as exxtension of inteeger exponents (NRN.A
A.1)
≡ Convvert between exxpressions with radicals and ratitional exponentss (NRN.A
A.2)
Complexx Numbers
− Undeerstand i and a + bi form (N-C
CN.A.1)
− Add,, subtract, multitiply complex numbers (N-CN
N.A.2)

STAT
TISTICS (144-21% OF RE
EGENTS EX
XAM)
Univaariate and Bivaariate Data
− Determine if a normal
n
curve iss appropriate fo
or data. Determ
mine
opulation percentaages using a norm
mal distribution (S-IID.A.4)
po
= Reepresent bivariaate data on scattterplot (S-ID.B
B.6) [I]
= Fiit linear, quadraatic, exponentiaal functions to data
d (S-ID.B6a) [I]
Infereence
≡ D
Determine if a statistitic is likely to occur based
b on a given sim
imulation (S-IC.A.22)
≡ U
Understand uses of, relationship of randomizatiion to, and diffferen
nces between surrveys, experimen
nts, observationaal studies (S-IC.B
B.3)
≡ G
Given simulation model
m
based on saample, construct 95%
9 interval centeered
on
n sample; determin
ne if suggested paarameter is plausibl
ble (S-IC.B.4)
≡ Co
ompare two treeatments and deetermine if the difference
d
betweeen
paarameters is signiificant (S-IC.B.5))
≡ U
Use statistical lan
nguage to draw conclusions from
m numerical suumm
maries (S-IC.B.6a)) and critique claaims (S-IC.B.6b)
Condiitional Probab
bility
− Describe events as subsets of sample space orr unions, comp
plements, intersectio
ons of other evvents (S-CP.A.1))
− Determine if events are indepen
ndent (S-CP.A.22)
− Caalculate and interp
rpret conditional probability
p
(S-CP
P.A.3, S-CP.B.6)
− Co
onstruct, interp
pret, use two-w
way tables to deetermine if even
nts
are independent (S-CP.A.4)
nd interpret the answer
a
(S-CP.B.77)
− Usse Addition Rulee of probability an
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FUNCT
TIONS (30-40% OF RE
EGENTS E
EXAM)
Propertiees of Function
ns
≡ Sketcch graphs of funnctions given verb
rbal description, iinterpret key features
of gra
raphs and tables (F-IF.B.4) [I]
≡ Calcuulate and interprret average rate of change of a function over an
n intervaal (F-IF.B.6) [I]
= Grapph and show feeatures of graph
hs (F-IF.C.7)
= Grapph polynomial functions and sshow zeroes an
nd end behavior (FIF.C..7c)
vior),
= Grapph cube root, eexponential, logg (show interceepts, end behav
trig ((show period, m
midline, amplituude) functions ((F-IF.C.7e)
= Writte a function in different form
ms to reveal its p
properties (F-IF
F.C.8)
(e.g. Interpret expoonential functio
ons and classify
fy as growth orr decay) (F-IF.C.8b) [I]
= Com
mpare propertiees of two functiions representeed in different ways
w
(F-IF
F.C.9) [I]
− Find the inverse of a function (F-B
BF.B.4)
ntial and Logaarithmic Funcctions
Exponen
≡ Rewrrite exponential eexpressions (A-SSSE.B.3c) [I]
= Use logarithms to ssolve exponentiial equations (b
base 2, 10, e), ev
valuate loogs (F-LE.A.4)
Sequencces and Series
= Consstruct linear annd exponentiaal functions, in
ncl. arithmetic and
geom
metric sequencees (F-LE.A.2) [II]
= Idenntify explicit annd recursive seqquences as fun
nctions with intteger
dom
main (F-IF.A.3) [I]
≡ Writee arithmetic annd geometric seequences expliccitly and recursiively,
transslate between thee forms, use for m
modeling (F-BF
F.A.2)
≡ Derivve and use form
mula for geomettric series with summation notaation
(A-SSSE.B.4)
Trigonom
metric Functions
− Definne radian measure (F-TF.A.1)
− Use uunit circle and given angles in
n radian measuure to calculate values oof 6 trig functioons (F-TF.A.2)
− Use ssine or cosine ffunctions to mo
odel periodic beehavior (F-TF.B
B.5)
− Provve Pythagorean identity and uuse it to find trrig functions given
g
valuees of other trig functions (F-T
TF.C.8)
Function
ns and Modeliing
≡ Writee a function to ddescribe a relation
nship (F-BF.A.1) [I]
≡ Com
mbine functions uusing arithmetic operations (F-BF
F.A.1b)
− Transsform functions, recognize even
n and odd functio
ons (F-BF.B.3) [II]
− Interppret parameterss of linear or eexponential funcction in contextt (FLE.B
B.5) [I]
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